
Welcome Evening
Welcome to Year 3 at Launde Primary School 

2023-2024



Ethos and expectations for the year

• Independence

• Positive attitude to learning

• Adaptation to different situations

• Good communication

• Sense of pride

• Resilience

• Taking responsibility



Partnership

Your child’s wellbeing is our first priority and we want to ensure that they feel 
happy and safe coming into school. 

You are always welcome to speak with us. After school is the best time for this as 
in the morning our main focus is getting the children settled. We are here to 
support you and your child. 

We are planning an exciting curriculum to welcome your children to Year 3, with 
well being strategies embedded in our approach.



Developing their characters

It is important we develop the children’s characters through the 
curriculum we teach.

These are some of the personality traits we will endeavour to develop. 

• Independence

• Positive attitude to learning

• Adaptation to different situations

• Good communication

• Sense of pride

• Resilience

• Taking responsibility



Routines

• School starts prompt at 8:45am. Doors will be open from 8:40am

• Breaktime at 10:30am and lunchtime at 12:15pm

• Children will need to bring their own fruit for breaktimes

• Children line up near the Year 3 corridor in the morning

• Classes will be dismissed in the same area



Literacy

• Setting and character descriptions.
• Powerful vocabulary (adjectives).
• Flow of writing. 
• Sequencing events.
• Expanding sentences with conjunctions.
• Including more detail to events in a story. 
• Correct use of grammar.
• Cursive handwriting. 
• Reading fluency, understanding the text and 
comprehension of reading. 

Books that we 

focus on:

-The Hodgeheg

-The Twits

-Stone Age Boy 

-Finding Nemo

-Ice Palace

-The BFG



Pictures of work 



Maths

• Arithmetic – speed, accuracy

• Reasoning – application of skills

• Weekly 100 club activities

Support at home

• X-tables and number bonds

• Homework is based on what has been taught in the week and 
consolidating knowledge.



Maths 



Curriculum

• Science – Plants, forces and magnets, rocks, soils, 
animals including humans and light.

• History – Ancient Egyptians, Prehistoric Britain

• Geography – United Kingdom, Land uses in Leicestershire 

• PE – days (TBC), swimming will begin in the Spring term

• Computing- Word processing, coding and control, e-
safety





Creative Curriculum

• Design and technology – shelters, design packaging

• Food Technology – cooking each term

•Music – 3 rotating topics: Diosing, recorders and rhythm 
and pulse

• Art – Colour mixing, Egyptian silhouettes, Andy Warhol, 
Antony Gormley, Collage, Melody Johnson



Art



Trips  

•Uplands Park – Literacy - Autumn

•New Walk Museum – Egyptians - Autumn

•Beaumanor Hall – Celtic day – Spring

•Walk around Oadby- Geography- Summer



Equipment and uniform

All items should be named clearly.  

• A Launde book bag.

• Children will continue to wear 
plain, dark coloured trainers to 
school next year. 

• Uniform – please ensure your child 
conforms to the school’s rules and 
is free from makeup, jewellery 
and hair accessories. All hair, if it 
is long enough, should be tied up. 

• Please ensure jumpers or cardigans 
are clearly labelled.

White 

shirt or 

t-shirt

Navy 

skirt, 

trousers 

or shorts



PE kit

The children will need to 
come to school in their P.E. 
kits on their P.E days. 

You will be informed of these 
days at the beginning of the 
year. 

• Red T/polo shirt and shorts;

• Red joggers, sweat shirt;

• Trainers 

• Sports socks.

Please ensure every item is 
clearly labelled. Trainers

Sports socks

Red 

shorts or 

joggers

Red t-shirt 

and red 

sweatshirt



Homework

• We will be providing maths homework folders. 

• Reading to an adult every night and trying to change their books every week.

• Weekly spelling tests

• Weekly maths homework 

• Topic talk on animals (Spring term)

• Every fortnight – creative piece of homework 

Top tips

• Make sure homework doesn't become a battle.

• Provide quiet working space and agree the time beforehand.

• Don’t let homework become overwhelming or last minute.

• Have suitable equipment to complete homework i.e. pencils not pens, colouring pencils, rulers and rubbers etc.  

Prioritise: Reading, x tables

...and make sure there is time with the family exploring, discovering, building relationships with others outside of 
school.



Over the holidays…

 You may want to: 
Visit the Oadby library. Take part in the summer reading challenge.

 Try to read together with your child from a variety of sources (e.g. comics, 

newspapers, fiction, non-fiction, poems, etc.) – you could even try finding new and 

fun places to read.

 Regularly practise the 2, 5, and 10 times tables. They could also begin to practise 

their 3, 4 and 8 times tables.

 Keep a scrapbook of things they have done/visited in the summer, which should 

include small pieces of writing to summarise their visit.

 Write a letter or postcard to their new class teacher or friends towards the end of the 

holidays explaining the fun things they have done.

 BUT remember to relax and have a good rest! 


